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THE PRESENCE OF CHRISTOPHER VOGLER'S MYTHIC STRUCTURE WITHIN
STAR WARS: A NEW HOPE

Star Wars' openlns weekend senerated nearly 36 million dollars and went on
to earn a total of 220 million dollars in the U.S. that year, makins the film an
unprecedented box office phenomenon. Not only did the film do well at the box
office but It went on to have success at the Oscars as well, winning six of the coveted
awards.
The dual success of Star Wars raised a curiosity within me: what was the
reason for Its success? In looking critically at and analyzing Star Wars, It occurred to
me, as It has occurred to others, that the story of Star Wars Is one that has been told
and re-told many times before. This repeatl..g story structure present within Star

Wars Is that of the Hero's Journey of Mythic Structure.
At heart, despite its Infinite variety, the hero's story is always a journey. A
hero leaves her comfortable, ordinary surroundlnp to venture Into a
challenalng, unfamiliar world. It may be an outward journey to an actual
place: a labyrinth, forest or cave, a strange city or country, a new locale that
becomes the arena for her conflict with antal()nlstlc, challenalns forces.
But there are as many stories that take the hero on an Inward journey,
one of the mind, the heart, the spirit. In any good story the hero 1ro.ws and
changes, maklfll a journey from one way of being to the next: from despair to
hope, weakness to strength, folly to wisdom, love to have, and back apln.
(Vogler 7).
However, Star Wars does not rigidly use Mythic Structure and Its character
archetypes, but rather, Its application of Mythic Structure and character archetypes is
1
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through Interconnected dualities, which showcase events and characters
simultaneously within different Mythic Structure plot points and character
archetypes.
These Interconnected dualities appear often In Star Wars. The most
prominent appearance is in regards to the special and ordinary worlds of Luke's
journey, for the special world Is simultaneously both a reference to a physical and
emotional journey. The emotional journey Is Luke's journey Into the force on his path
towards becoming a Jedi while the physical journey is Luke's journey into the larger
galaxy to aid the rebellion. However, Interconnected dualities also appear within the
characters of Star Wars and the character archetypes of Mythic Structure that they
assume at any given time, often flittering between archetypes or acting within
multiple.
Mythic Structure refers to the elements within a story's plot. All stories that
employ Mythic Structure typically arran1e plot points in a similar order, although
some stories chanae the arranaement of the plot points, which VOiier addresses
when he says •consider these twelve staaes as a map of the Hero's Journey, one of
many ways to get from here to there, but one of the most flexible, durable and
dependable• (7). The imponance lies In the presence of all the plot points within a
story. Additionally, Mythic Structure also has many character archetypes or character
roles that characters within a story may wear, remove, or~ at any liven time.
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If Mythic Structure Is diluted to Its core, one will see that It Is a journey out of
a normal, ordinary world and into a different, special world that Is unfamiliar to the
protagonist. It Is important to remember that all of the plot points are structured to
show the protagonist's transition out of the ordi,1aey, wurld and Into the special
world. That is until the climax of the story, where the protasonist must prove they
have successfully transitioned into the special world and triumph, or they are
defeated and prove that they have not learned how to thrive within the spec/al
world. Star Wars' use of interconnected dualities complicates this notion because not
only must Luke transition Into the special world of the larger galaxy, but he must
simultaneously progress on his journey Into the special world of the force while
others prosress on their own heroes journeys, acting as threshold guardians and
allies along the way_.
The ordinary world Is typically the startln1 place of the story. It Is where a
sense of normalcy is established. Star Wars both does and does not start out In the
ordinary, for the movie opens with the space battle between Darth Vader's Star

D'l!stroyer and Princess Lela's diplomatic ship. In openin1 the film In such a way the
film Immediately brings the reader Into Its major interconnected duality. This space
battle remains the ordinary world of the force, or rather a wortd where Leia has no
knowledse of the force. However, the opening Is simultaneously within the special
world of the larger 1alaxy, because the confrontation Is happenln1 In space between
the empire and the rebellion. Yet very quickly the scene Is cast Into the special
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emotional world of the force with Vader's entrance onto Leia's ship. This is done
purposefully to showcase the all-encompassing aspect of the force In that It ties all
things together so that even when one thinks themselves without the force, or In the
ordinary world they are not because the force connects all things and while a person

may have no knowledse of its existence, It still exists. It also serves as a foreshadowlns mechanism by showcasing the special worlds Luke will be thrust into.
Between the ordinary world and the ordeal, many plot points arise, the first
of these to occur is generally what Vogler refers to as the call to adventure. This is
where the protaaonlst Is asked by a Herald to undertake a quest, journey, or
adventure. Such is the scope of Star Wars that there are many calls to adventure. The
most overt coll to adventure is Luke's, the protaaonist's, call he receives from ObiWan when the latter asks Luke to accompany him to Alderon-the spedal world of
the larger galaxy-and become a Jedi-the special world of the force-in order to
successfully get there. Just this call ls an example of an Interconnected duality,
because Obi-Wan is extensively giving Luke two calls, one to accompany him and
another to learn of the force and become a Jedi. George Lucas goes further and
provides another interconnected duality, which is Obl-Wan's call to adventure 9iven
to him by the Herald R2D2. This gives the viewer two calls to adventure within one
scene.
The co// to adventure sets up the stakes for the story, as well as Introduces the
audience to the special world. In both Obi-Wan's and Luke's call to adventure the

s
special wortds of the larger galaxy and the force are established. The stakes fof the
story are set up as well, that R2D2 holds the plans of the Death Star; plans necessary

if the rebellion is to have any hope of defeating the empire. Because of Its affect, the
coll to adventure can also be viewed as a coll to action. Seeing the call ta adventure
as a coll to action Is helpful In understanding just what is belns done with this plot
point: the protagonist Is asked to act on the problem set before them, for there are
often high stakes that come with accepting the call to action, the least of which is
usually the protagonist's life. Looking at the ca// In such a way showcases additional
calls to action. These additional calls are those of Han and Lela to help and
accompzny the group respectively.
After the call to action, the next plot point is the f'f!/usol of the call where the
protaaonlst dedlnes the request to act or acts differently or with a different motive
than the way the Herald has asked them to. Luke rejects his call, citing his duty to his
family, Obi-Wan accepts the call under the condition that Luke joins him, which
obviously Luke initially does not. This also sugests that Obi-Wan initially does not
either.
As Vogler says, the f'f!/usol of the call is always negative; this remains as true

for positive reasons for refusing the coll to action, such as duty and honor; negative
reasons, such as fear and apathy; and acceptance of the call for improper reasons.
This Is why Luke's aunt and uncle die, to showcase Luke's refusal of the call as
negative. The murder of Owen and 8eru also showcases Obi-Wan's refusal as
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negative as it exposes his pupil to the motive of revenge rather than justice as
motivation for stopping the empire, for had Obi-Wan accepted his call, he would
have ended up on the death star where it is plausible that he would have met Lela,
who in the star wars mythos could have taken Luke's place as Jedi and savior of the
galaxy.
Vogler asserts that this plot point is about fear, speclflcally the protagonist's
fear of the unknown special world, which makes sense with Obl-Wan's refusal, but
Luke's refusal isn't about fear. While fear can be, and often is, a motivating factor for
the njusal of the call, It is not the only motivatln1 factor. Duty, honor, apathy, etc.
can also be utilized as motivating factors for the refusal of the call, such as Luke's
refusal due to his obligations to his family. Reasons such as these explain the
protqonist's rationale for refusing the coll to action and introduces the audience to
the protagonist's starting point and how the protagonist must grow throughout the
story in order to become a hero.
However, the realization that the protagonist must accept the coll need not
come on their own; it can utilize the next plot point: meeting with the M.ntor. Vogler
Identifies this point as one where the protagonist is 1iven advice, encourasement, or
gifts by the Mentor and made to see that they should in fact accept the call to action.

When Luke meets with his mentor Obi-Wan, Obi-Wan gives him more than the
lightsaber, he lives Luke what all mentors give heroes, the knowled1e that they are
capable of somethln1 greater, something better. For this reason heroes often arise
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from humble beginnings, such as Luke's origins as a farmer, and reveal that In fact
they have hidden potential. Obi-Wan reveals Luke's hidden potential by telling him
that his father was a Jedi and that he too could wield the force and become a Jedi If
he so chose, which gives Luke direction ( fter he Is released from his family
obligations. This plot point signifies the frailty, weakness, and need for growth of the
prota1onlst In that they are only able to make the correct choice or overcome their
fear with the Mentor's guidance. This plot point Is necessary for showing the
protagonist's nHd for 1rowth and unfamiliarity with the special world. It leads the
way for the protagonist to grow beyond the Mentor and become the Hero.
The meeting with the mentor Is one of the most moved plot points of Mythic
Structure because the mentor Is responsible for changln1 the protagonist's mindset
Into that of a hero (overcoming the e10). In Star Wars, Luke meets with Obi-Wan
before he receives his call to action. Additionally, mentors have multiple functions,
which allows for one character to perform all of them or multiple characters to
perform separate and distinct functions. The various roles which mentors perform
also allows them to enter the story at varying points In the plot or have existing
characters assume the role of mentor for a specific time or to achieve a particular

purpose.
Eventually the protagonist will realize their error and accept the coll to action
or Invest Into the journey for the appropriate reasons. After Luke sHS his aunt and
uncle's smolderln1 bodies he Is able to accept his call to action and join Obi-Wan on
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his journey to liberate the galaxy from the yoke of the empire. This also allows ObiWan to accept his call and travel to Alderon with Luke. It Is with this plot point that
the pattern of the right action for the correct reason has positive outcomes, while
the incorrect action for improper reasons leads to negative outcomes begins to
become evident. An example Is that after Luke and C'bl-Wan accept their calls they
successfully overcome the first threshold guardian.
After the protagonist accepts the call to action they cross the first threshold
and enter into the special world. An interconnected duality appears in the threshold
guardians of Star Wars because each special world has Its own threshold guardian.
The storm troopers act as the threshold guardian on Luke's journey into the force.
Obi-Wan's use of the force on their •weak" minds serves to illustrate that they are
firmly within the special world of the force. The other threshold guardians are the
starships that attempt to block the Millennium Falcon's departure from Tattoinne
and Into the special world of the larser galaxy. Crossing the first threshold is where
the protagonist commits to the journey. As the protaac,nlst crosses this threshold
they overcome the threshold guardian with the help of their mentor. An interesting
tidbit about the threshold guardian Is that It Is generally very hard for the protagonist
to overcome them on their own but fairly easy for the mentor or with the mentor's
assistance. This serves two purposes; firstly, It apln hipliat,ts the faults and need for
growth of the protagonist, and secondly, It showcases the abllltles of, and necessity
for, the mentor.
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After the protasonlst crosses the first threshold and is firmly within the special
world, they encounter allies, enemies, and tests. Lela and the rebellion are allies,
while the stormtroopers and Darth Vader are enemies. An Interesting interconnected
duality is that while Han Is an ally he also acts as a test by questlonlns the force
durins Luke's trainins aboard the Millennium Falcon. These elements are crucial for
the protasonist to understand and learn io navigate within the special world. VOiier
defines this stage as a vast area where much can and does happen, but everythlns
from meeting friends or formlns a group to makins enemies or being tested
functions to Increase the protagonist's understanding of the special world.
While within the special world and usually after the protagonist has made
allies and enemies and passed their tests, they enter the area VOiier calls approach

to the Inmost cove. It Is at this point that the preparations are made ready for the
ordeal. Luke's approach to the Inmost cave on his Joumey Into the larger galaxy Is the
entire time he Is aboard the Death Star, for every challenge presented and ally gained
brings Luke closer to his plnnade choice: placing the needs of the galaxy and the
plans held by R2D2 over his personal desire to protect and save Obi-Wan. Conversely,
Luke's approach to the Inmost cave of the force Is after he joins the rebel alliance.
VOiier describes this time as when the group mlat,t reminisce about the tars they
have just overcome and past victories or talk about what the aftermath might entail
and returning home or engage In quiet contemplation. In essence, this Is the last
element before an ordeul.
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The ortkol Is the culminating trial for the protagonist. Voster says that •[n)ow
the [protagonist] stands in the deepest chamber of the Inmost Cave, facing the
greatest challenge and most fearsome opponent yet" (Vogler 155). This opponent he
speaks of is the protagonist's biggest fear. Luke's ordeal where his fear Is exposed Is
in his journey of t~e force and thro1.Agh his ability to trust in the force and use it to
bomb the death star In the small critical zone necessary to destroy It. Another way of
viewing the ordeal Is as a situation in which the answer to the question of whether or
not the protagonist can overcome their ego and become the hero Is presented to the
viewer. Luke overcomes his eso by letting Obi-wan sacrifice himself rather than try to
save him. It ls for this reason that Luke's ordeal featured a life and death situation
where he had to choose between his personal wants and what was necessary for the
good of the entire plaxy, his/the Jedi's survival.

After the ordeal Is completed, the protagonist and their allies are given their

reward. Luke and his allies escape from the death star and arrive at the rebel base
with the reward, but what Is the rrNOrd? Vogler de51;1lbes the rtt10rd as the
•[protagonist] now experience the consequences of surviving death" (Vogler 175). In
most cases this Is applicable; In other cases It Is more applicable to view this as the
benefit of overcoming the ego. Luke's possession of his reward continues the trend
of interconnected dualities present within Star Wars causing the reward to be
dependent upon the lens throu&h which it is viewed. In terms of the physical journey
of the rebel alliance versus the empire, the reward Is R2D2's stored plans of the
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death star, for It Is this piece of Information what will aliow the alliance to destroy
the death star and strike a crippling blow to the empire. Additionally, there Is another
reward Luke possesses, which Is a deeper connection to and understanding of the
force. This reward manifests Itself by allowing Obi-Wan to contact Luke postmortem
through the force.
Once the hero has possession of the reward, they are faced with a choice.
After Luke returns with the death star plans held Inside of R202, he Is faced with a
choice of whether to join the rebel alliance or choose an alternative path. Up until
this point the goal for Luke and the party has been to get the plans to the rebels;
having done that, Luke Is free of obligations and can choose to pursue personal
interests. Vogler describes the choice as the hero chooslns to either remain within
the special world or return home to the ordinary world. This choice has as much to

do with the happenings of the ordeal as It does with the growth of the protagonist. If
the villain has been conquered, they may return to the ordinary world guilt free and
without fear of being followed. However, If the villain remains a threat, or shadows
still need to be dealt with, the protasonlst must remain the hero and stay within the
special world.
While Han asking Luke to Join his squad of smugglers Is an example of this, the
reality Is thilt Luke's mind was made up already. Luke's choice to join the rebels Ciln
only be for one of two reasons: revenge or altruism. Either Luke's thirst for
vengeance against Vader and the Empire is the basis for his choice or he has
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conquered his ego-self-preservation-and placed the need to help the galaxy
before his p,!'!rsonal needs. Obviously one choice stands out as the better, but It
remains ambiguous and is kept from the viewer. The only glimpse Into Luke's
rationale can be gleamed ~hrough the theory that positive choices lead to positive
effects while negative choices lead to negative effects. If Luke's mind was already
made up, why does Han vocalize this question? Han asks the question because while
Luke's mind was made up to remain within the special world of the larger galaxy, his
mind was not made up to remain within the spedal world of the force. This idea is
strengthened by the fact that Han speciflcally mentions blaster when he comments
Luke's skill in battle, this draws the viewer's mind back to when Han acts as a
gatekeeper to the force on the Millennium Falcon when he says, •hokey rellaions and

ancient weapons are no match for a good blaster at your side, kid" (Lucas).
The climax of the story Is the resurrection, which occurs after the
protagonist's choice to stay in the special world. It is at this point that the protagonist
either has the flnal confrontation with the villain or mourns those lost. For this
reason, this plot point can be bolled down to what needs to happen to move
forward. In Star Wars, the Death Star must be destroyed in order to move on, for this
reason the climax within Luke's Journey Into the larger galaxy Is the rebels attempt to
destroy it. While the argument can be made that this is also the climax of Luke's
journey Into the force this is not the case. When Darth Vader's tie flchter spins
uncontrollably out to space It Is suaested that he will still have to be dealt with. This
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also suggests that Luke's ordeal In his journey Into the force has yet to happen, which
of course It does In the subsequent movies.
Vogler describes the return with elixir as "(l)f they are true heroes, they
Return with the Elbdr from the Special World; bringing something to share with

others, or something with the power to heal a wounded land" (Vogler 215). Luke
returns with the elixir of the force and his ability to feel and use It. Another elixir Is
the hope Luke brings to the rebellion with such a key victory and by exposing the
vulnerability of the empire.
The intercnnnected dualities within the plot points of both the physical and
psychological journeys of Luke are abundant and serve to showcase his progression
as a hero holistically because both are connected. Just as one cannot separate the
galaxy completely from the force one may not separate Luke's physical journey Into
the galaxy from his psychological journey Into the force, albeit that they each
showcase plot points In a different light.
A noteworthy theory which appears when looking at the plot points of Mythic
Structure Involves the effect of the protagonists' choices. In Mythic Structure, the
correct choice with the proper rationale leads to positive effects while the wrong
choice or Improper rationale necessitates a negative effect. This leads to an
Interesting metaphorical element for portraying how the morality of the world
functions as the story Is able to showcase the correct decision/rationale with positive
effects and the wrong decision or rationale with negative effects. While present
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everywhere within Mythic Structure, this theory Is easiest to see In the refusal of the
call. Generally, this correct rationale will be the heroic virtue of overcoming the self
and putting the communal good ahead of personal good, such as In Star Wars when
Obi-Wan sacrifices himself, making the right choice with the correct rationale, which
allows him to contact Luke even after his death.
Also, Star Wars goes further than limiting Interconnected dualities to the plot
points of Mythic Structure, It also uses them within Its use of Mythic Structure's
character archetypes. To begin the discussion on character archetypes, It Is most
applicable to begin by looking at the most significant archetype of Mythic Structure:
the hero. Voaler describes the hero archetype as one where the character places the
sreater sood above personal good. In order to adequately describe this action,
Vo&fer employs Freud's psychology by explalnlns that the hero Is ultimately able to
reject their eso. Vosler states that " ...at first, Heroes are all eSo: the I, the one, that
personal identity which thinks It Is separate from the rest of the group" (Voaler 29).
Furthermore, this Is why viewers are eager to Identify so easily with heroes, because

we all possess the eso and all struale-with varylna degree-to control and
overcome our ego. Essentially the hero's journey is the protagonist's strugle to
overcome their ego and place the needs of the communal over their personal needs
and wants.
The most Identifiable hero figure In Star Wars is Luke Skywalker. Luke's
journey from his ordinary world of his aunt and uncle's moisture farm on Tattoolne
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to him experiencing the larger galaxy and gaining the knowledge of the force
necessary for him to blow up the death star and protect the rebel alliance brilliantly
showcases the hero's journey out of the ordinary world and into the spedal world of
the story, which is the most important aspect of the hero's journey. However, the
hero's journey encompasses much more than a change in the hero's world.
The plot development that changes the stakes of the story is the call to
adventure. In Star Wars, the call to adventure occurs after Luke is rescued by ObiWan Kenobi from the sand people and brought to the safety of Kenobi's home. It is
here that Luke finds out the truth of who is father was. Obi-Wan tells Luke that his
father was a Jedi knight, shows Luke his father's light sabre, and offers Luke the
chance to learn the ways of the Force and become a Jedi Just like his father was by
asking Luke to leave Tattoolne and Join him on his quest to thwart the empire.
However, Luke's call to adventure is interconnected by the fact that just before Obiwan gives Luke his col/ to odvt•ntu~ Obi-Wan receives his own coll to action from R2O2. The dual ca/Ii to adllenture of Obi-Wan and Luke cast doubt as to which one is
the hero, for up until this point,, Luke is only present due to coincidence.
R2-O2 serves as the herald to Obi-Wan by gtvlna him Leia's plea for help. After
Obi-Wan receives his call, he acts as the herald to Luke by tellina Luke that he must
Join him if they are to defeat the empire. However, Luke refuses the call for he feels
obligated to stay and help his foster parents, Uncle Owen and Aunt Beru. In
continuina the Interconnection, Obi-Wan asking Luke to join him can be viewed as
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Obi-Wan's refusal of the call, for he says "I'm too old .." and does not actively
undertake the quest until Luke joins him.
In his book, Vogler says this about the refusal of the call, "The Refusal of the
Call ls a time to articulate the hero's difficult choices." It Is fairly clear the dlfftcult
choice presented to Luke: either be faithful to his family who need his help in order
to survive or undertake the quest to help save the galaxy. Luke's refusal of the call
shows viewers that he ls more Interested In the good of his family and In serving his
own interests or In other words that he has not yet conquered his ego. Luke refuses
the call, because no matter how much he yearns In his heart to take up the call he
has obligations to his family that he cannot break without shattering his character
and betraying his family. Luke's refusal Is also Interesting because it allows for the
Idea to surface that since Luke refused his call that Obi-Wan would also be forced to
refuse his call for he necessitates Luke's Involvement If they are to succeed In their
coup. However, this Idea is flimsy for Obi-Wan Is already firmly enveloped in his
personal overthrow of the ego and, as he later shows by sacrlflc1n1 himself, he Is
much more concerned with the communal aood than his personal good, this Idea Is
strengthened by the fact that within the Star Wars universe one of Anakln's children
was required to bring balance to the force, so Including Luke (or Lela) on the journey
was a necessity. Unfortunately, no one will never know whether or not Obi-Wan
would have accepted the call had Luke not aareed to join him, perhaps he would
have tried to enlist Lela In Luke's stead.
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However, as events unfold in the film Luke is released from the duties to his
family, for when Luke returns home, he returns to a desecrated and destroyed home.
Not only Is his physical home destroyed but his aunt and uncle have been killed as
well. Luke's refusal of the call should primarily be viewed as ne1atlve. In order for
Luke's refusal to be viewed as a positive refusal, one must reco1nlze that the call to
help the family is greater than the call to help the 1alaxy. This is why Luke's refusal
should be viewed as a ne1ative refusal, because the 1ood of two people cannot
possibly outweigh the 100d of the entire 1alaxy, which consists of millions of billions
of people. Also, the fact that Uncle Owen and Aunt Beru are murdered after Luke
refuses the call sugests that the refusal was negative. The point can be made that
Uncle Owen and Aunt Beru would have died anyway, but the truth of the matter Is
that as a viewer one can only 1uess at what mlaht have been, for had Luke joined
Obi-Wan riaht away, he may have led the Empire away from his Aunt and Uncle
before they were killed. A point which articulates that Luke's refusal of the call to

action was wron1 Is that it would be selfish for Luke to stay because he only did it In
order to avoid chastisement from his Aunt and Unde for abandonlna them, when In
fact It was the rl1ht choice chooslna the aalaxy over two people. Later in the movie,
Luke repeats the mistake and avoids Obl-Wan's command to stay In the control room
on the Death Star when Luke finds out that Princess Lela Is belna held captive there.
This too has a neaatlve outcome as it indirectly leads to Obi-Wan's death.
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Shortly after Luke refuses the call, a tragedy occurs which allows him to follow
Obi-Wan Kenobl. The murder of Luke's aunt and uncle serves three purposes. The
first and primary purpose of their murder Is that It allows Luke to accept the call and
join Obi-Wan Kenobl on the quest to save the galaxy. The second purpose of the
murder is to imply that Luke's refusal of the call was a negative thing and that he
should have accepted It. The third purpose that the murder serves Is to place doubt
on Luke's hero status. What this means Is that when Luke finds the charred corpses
of his aunt and uncle he is not merely freed from his obligations but rather given yet
another reason for wanting to fight In the rebellion: revenge. The revenge motive
shows that Luke Is not completely invested Into Obl-Wan's quest and that Luke has
not yet conquered his ego as he disobeys Obl-Wan's Instructions In order to rescue
Leia, sacrificing Obi-Wan and placing the entire rebellion In Jeopardy In the process.
Anyone attempting to say that feelings of and desire for revenge would not
be brought about by the scene in which Luke finds his murdered aunt and uncle has
clearly underestimated the slsnlflcance of the event. Luke has been raised by his aunt
and uncle his whole life, meaning that they have become more akin to father and
mother than aunt and uncle. Yet th,1re they lie, dead and smolderina at the hands of
the Empire. A look at the visual Imagery of the film shows the sadness, grief, and
anaer of Luke in his face and gestures. Even when Luke tells Obi-Wan that he can go
with him to Alderon there Is twinge of anger In Luke's voice, which Is picked up by
Obi-Wan as the viewer can sense a slight hesitation by Obi-Wan to accept this tainted
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Luke. It is highly plausible that Luke would make revenge his goal, for the argument
could be made that the whole first trilogy is Luke's strugle with revenge.
The significance of Uncle Owen's and Aunt Beru's deaths Is that it allows the
motive of revenge to become a motivating factor for Luke to join Obi-Wan. The
revenge motive serves a significant role in the viewer's understanding of Luke's
character, for he can no longer be viewed solely as a hero but also as a Shadow
character with the non-altruistic motive of revenge lurkins within him. This
interconnected duality allows him to grapple with his Inner demons on the dual
heroic journeys that he Is on.
As the story progresses Luke finds himself trapped with his companions on

the Death Star. While on the Death Star Luke, Han Solo, Chewbacca, and the drolds
hide from the empire's storm troopers while Obi-Wan tums off the tractor beam so
that the group can escape. Luke has been Instructed by his mentor, Obi-Wan Kenobl,
to remain hidden in the communications room, yet when he discovers that Princess
Leia Is belna held captive he feels honor bound to help her. This Illustrates an
important aspect of Luke's character at the time: he stlH has much to leam, for he is
disobeying a direct command to rescue a girl that at this point In the movie Is quite
Inconsequential to him, for he has never met Lela and yet he puts the hard won
Death Star plans at risk to rescue this woman. As previously mentioned, this Is a
negative choice for Luke Is plactns the well-being of a girl he does not know above
the well-being of the galaxy, for if Luke loses the death star plans the rebeltlon Is
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doomed. Once again his choice has negative consequences as the rescue of Lela
alerts the station to their presence, which causes Obi-Wan Kenobl to fulfill his role as

hero and sacrifice himself so that the rest of the group can leave safely.
It Is In ways such as these that Obi-Wan Kenobl steps out of the role that he Is
typically portrayed as, that of a mentor. The mcmtor is a role which Obi-Wan fits into
very well. It Is Obi-Wan Kenobl who brings Luke from the ordinary world of Tattoolne
into the special world of the larger galaxy. Also, it was Obi-Wan who introduced Luke
to the force and the possibility of Luke becoming a Jedi, which Is the other SJJ«ial
world of Star Wars. However, Obi-Wan can also flt into the role of Hero. The Irony
about mentioning Obi-Wan as a hero figure ls that It Is as a hero figure that the
viewer is introduced to him not as a mentor. The viewer Is Introduced to Obi-Wan
when he saves Luke, C3PO, and R2D2 from the sand people.
Obi-Wan rescuing Luke from the sand people does more than to simply
showcase him as a hero. The way in which Obi-Wan scares off the sand people also
sugests that his knowledge Is a,eaterthan Luke's since he knew how to scare off the
sand people and Luke did not. In summation, Obi-Wan Is Introduced to the viewer as
a hero figure, yet the way In which he is introduced reinforces his role as mentor. It Is
as If the flexibility of his character role allows for him to don the attire of either hero
or mentor In order to accomplish tasks laid out before him.
This dual Identity of Obi-Wan Kenobi Is very helpful to the story line, for not
only can Obi-Wan teach and mentor Luke, but Obi-Wan can also act. This Is not to
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suggest that mentors cannot act, but rather, It Is the normal state of things that

mentors tend to teach and train the protagonist so that they can become the hero,
accomplish the quest, and save the day. Since Obi-Wan can function as both mentor
and hero, he Is able to do things a typical mentor could not, such as shutting down
the tractor beam on the Death Star so that Luke and the others can escape.
However, the dual Identity of Obi-Wan Kenobl diminishes the hero status of
Luke, for while Luke hears the message from R2D2, the message Is Intended for Obi·
Wan. The diminishment of Luke is best shown in the cantlna scene. In the scene two
thuggish aliens are harasslns and threatening Luke. When one of them pulls a blaster,
It Is Obi-Wan who again comes to his rescue by deflecting the blaster beam and
cutting the man's arm off. Because Obi-Wan saves Luke, it is sugested that Luke
cannot yet survive alone in the special world because he does not yet adequately
understand its rules. When Obi-Wan goes to tum off the tractor beam, he tells Luke
to stay in the command room. This again undermines Luke's hero status and suaests
that he does not yet possess the skills necessary to survive In the special world alone.
The dlmlnlshment of any hero reinforces their need for a mentor as well as personal
srowth.
Perhaps Obi-Wan Is hesitant to step out of his role as hero and Into his role as

mentor because he has been the hero In the prequel trilogy. However, many
Instances still exist where Obi-Wan functions as a mentor. It Is Obi-Wan who plays
one of the key roles of the mentor, that of bringing the hero out of the ordinary world
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and Into the special world. Obi-Wan deflnltely succeeds In this regard as It was him
who brought Luke from the ordinary world of no knowledge of the force into the
special world of force awareness and use. Also, it is Obi-Wan who brings Luke from

Tattooine Into the larser salaxy. Yet as much as Obi-Wan functions as a mentor, It Is
not until after his death that he fully dons the robes of mentor.
When Darth Vader kills Obi-Wan Kenobi and allows him to fulfill his hero role
to Luke, there is no body present. One thins that this symbolizes Is that he Is not
really sone. For Indeed he Is not; when Luke is the last chance the rebellion has of
surviving, It Is Obi-Wan who tells Luke to trust in the force, which allows Luke to
destroy the Death Star. In this subtle way, Obi-Wan Is allowed to fulfill his role as

mentor even after his death so that Luke may fulfill his role as hero, save the plaxy,
and eventually bring balance to the force.
Obi-Wan is not the only character In Star Wars to float between multiple
archetypes. However the last character to be mentioned, Darth Vader, Is often liven
a misconstrued archetype. Darth Vader is the character which most point to as the
villain of Star Wars; however, Darth Vader Is not the villain of Star Wars but merely a
shadow character.

It Is an under· andable misrepresentation to view Vader as the villain of Star
Wars, for Star Wars shows very little which suaests that Darth Vader has any good

within him. Furthermore, the viewer has no 1Hmpse of the Emperor, the true villain
of Star Wars. The only thins which suaests that Vader is not the villain of Star Wars
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is that there are people within the Imperial fleet that outrank him. This tidbit of
information Is useful when one realizes that while an underling can be all bad, an
underling is usually a shadow being manipulated by a vi/fain overseer. In the similar
respect the villain is usually the head honcho, for having the villain be the lea~er or
commander allows for that person to be fully responsible for their actions and the
commands that they give. Conversely, having the shadow be an underling rather than
the boss allows for some of the responsibility to be taken away from them. Do not
confuse these words. It Is not suaested that having the shadow as an underlin1
justifies their actions, for It does not. However, havln1 the shadow be an underling
allows for them to be manipulated and used by the villain boss, so that when the
time for choosing ultimate rlpt from wron1 comes, they are able to free themselves
from the shackles of their oppressive villain boss and cast off their evil ways In order
to help the hero. It Is in this way that Darth Vader returns to the side of good at the
end of Retum of the Jedi.
In looking critically at the character of Darth Vader one finds llttle redeemln1
qualities and many evil ones. The viewer Is introduced to Darth Vader as he is
capturin1 Princess Uea's ship. We are shown that he ls a person of slanlflcance and
power as the storm troopers move aside and solute him as he enters the ship. We
are also given a glimpse Into his nature as he attempts to torture information out of
the crew of the ship. Darth Vader's torture of the crew member symbolizes his evil
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nature and his willingness to go to any lengths in order to accomplish his goals and
the goals given to him by the Emperor and other higher ranking officers.
Later on in the movie, Vader sits Idly by while his superior officer commands
the destruction of an entire planet. This accomplishes two things. First, it symbolizes
I
that Vader is firmly within the grasp of evil since he does not lift a hand to help the
millions of Innocent people who will be killed when the planet is destroyed. It also
serves to suuest that Vader is a shadow character rather than the villain because the
villain Is the one givin1 the command whereas Vader is merely a spectator, but as a
spectator he Is allowed to be a shadow character that can ultimately be redeemed,
for It would be hard for someone who was directly responsible for such a horrific
incident to be redeemed, at least in the eyes of the viewers.
This paper has also shown how the characters of Star Wars are placed within
their specific, and often shlftin1, character archetypes of the Mythic Structure story
genre; a genre that employs many plot points to iHustrate the prota1onist's journey

into the spec/al world and conquest of the ego, which Star Wars Illustrates through
its use of many Interconnected dualities.
In such ways, it has been shown how Star Wars utlllzes Interconnected
dualities to showcase the dual journeys of Luke simultaneously Into the l~ger galaxy
and the force, how Luke Skywalker Is placed within the hero archetype, how Obi-Wan
Kenobi is able to float between the character archetypes of both htro and mffltar,
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and how Darth Vader more aptly fits Into the role of shadow rather than the typical
placement of him as vi/loin.
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SCREEN PLAVTREATMENT

Author: Jason Terres
Logllne: When evil threatens the Divided Lands, can Kane and Karn protect their
sister from the evil that hounds them on their journey to awaken the Sleepln1
Heroes, the only hope remalnin1 to the world.
Treatment: Guarding Keep stands starkly against the setting sun. Inside the Lord
Commander's tower a wall hanging de;,icts a map of the Divided Lands. The map
becomes a gateway Into the past, as events of Moloch's fall, the emergence of evil,
birth of the Guardians, and emergence of the Tree of Heroes are revealed and
shown. The map returns to a map as Absolom and dover enter the room. They speak
briefly before Absolom Is requested at a council meeting. Absolom enters the council
chambers where Uther, Malik, Sasha, Celeste, Anders, and Gorack are already
present. After a brief debate, Anders is slain and violence ensues between Absolom,
Malik, and Uther and Sasha, Celeste, and Gorack. Uther ls slain by Sasha, Malik falls,
and Absolom loses his hand before escaping. Once outside, Absolom sees that battle
has come to Guardln1 Keep. The Guardians Issue a retreat as Absolom escapes on the
back of his yellow dragon, Urial.
Centerfork stands prominently within the fork of a great river. Outside of
Centerfork, within the Lower Ollvlan Wood, Kane and his brother Kam are huntlna an
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elk. Their sister, Rose, is with them disguised as a guardsman. She kills the elk to the
chagrin of her brothers. Their father, King Kale, enters with Hawk, Lord Langly, and
the rest of the hunting party and Is angry at the premature killing of the elk. His anger
is stemmed by the appearance of Clover and an Injured and Incapacitated Absolom
riding the drason Uriel. Hawk patches up Absolom in an attempt to save him.
Meanwhile, Clover reveals the truth behind the Tree of Heroes: that the heroes can
only be awoken by a daughter of Olivia. Clover then asks Rose tc, travel tot-he Elves
within the Elder Woods to the far North and wake the sll!~ping heroes. Rose accepts
under the condition that her brothers accompany her, which they begrudgingly agree
to.
The morning brings the small group to the threshold of readiness as they
prepare to leave In the dim predawn light. Kam Is still sour about having to leave
home on the Hfools quest", and his mood Is not made better when his father bestows
the family drogonsteel sword upon his sister. The small group of ten (Kane, Kam,
Rose, Clover, Hawk, and five soldiers) departs Centerfork to a rtsln1 sun.
A somehow darker, more sinister Guardln1 Keep. Gorax's red cloak flaps with
his brisk walk. He enters a dimly lit room and Is questioned by a masked man (the
Gold Kins) In aolden armor about the conquest of Guardln1 Keep and the escape of
the Guardians. Findin1 his answers lacking, the Gold Kina tortures Gorax briefly
before forgiving him. The scene ends with Gorax ensurln1 thit, although he has failed
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his master, he has already taken steps to remedy the failure and tie up the loose
ends.
Rose and her group of protectors are riding on a worn, wooded trail as clouds
begin to roll in. The group banters lightheartedly about the journey so far and being
away from home. Karn begins to come out of his shell. They continue through a light
happy rain. They encounter a river as the rain intensifies. Karn notices a woman in
the chaos of the rushing river and jumps In to save her. The woman is Cat, after a
morning debate she is allowed to accompany them on the road to Raven's Keep,
where she Is also heading.
Cat bonds with the group over the next few days, Karn develops an
admiration and lust for her. The sun hangs high In the sky, the group stops as they
notice a merchant caravan ahead being attacked by bandits. They have a morality
debate over whether or not to help the merchants. Kam chooses to defend the
merchants against the wHI of the majority of the group who are forced to join the
fight in order to protect Karn and those that join him. White victorious against the
bandits, the group loses two soldiers in the fight.
The group buries them solemnly and continues on their journey. That night,
Karn is saddened by the loss of two of his friends and berated by Rose, Kane, a,·,d
Hawke about his poor decision. While Kam Is sleeping, Cat comes to him, comforts
him by reassuring him that he did In fact make the right decision, and seduces him
into coitus.
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In the morning, the group continues on their journey with a solemn air,
except for Karn and Cat who are in higher spirits. The group arrives at Raven's keep
and discusses how they should proceed through the city. Cat says that she knows the
city and can get them into and out of the city quietly and quickly. The group debates
briefly, but since Kam vouches for Cat and no one can come up with a better plan,
they agree to follow Cat's lead.
Cat leads them through the city gates like commoners and down side streets
to an out-of-the-way Inn near the northern exit. They tether the horses with high
spirits and enter the Inn. The few inhabitants of the inn scarcely notice the
newcomers. Cat speaks to the Innkeeper about food and lodging. The innkeeper then
leaves, presumably to fetch food for the group. As the group begins to sit and relax,
soldiers enter. When the soldiers draw their swords Cat reveals her betrayal and
stabs Oover In the back.
Karn, Kane, and Rose barely escape and make their way out of Raven's Keep
and into the Elder Woods. Once safely hidden within the green shroud of the Elder
Woods they take a breath. Kane begins verbalizing his anger and disappointment at
Kam for trusting cat and cat for betraying them. Kam is noticeably distraught
between the death of his friends and companions as well as his personal betrayal by
cat, whom he had come to love. Karn and Kane begin to wrestle in an attempt to
release the anger and frustration within each of them. Rose stands bade, unsure
which brother she should help.
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As their wrestling turns more and more aggressive both brothers reach for
their swords. After drawing their swords they try attacking each other but are flung
apart and Into trees by Hawk, who has also escaped the trap at Raven's Keep. He
berates them for their behavior before making them continue further north into the
Elder Woods.
They meet an old man, Romulus, who offers to take them to the Elves of
Avalon. As they journey with the old man towards Avalon and the Elves, they are met
by Eve, an elvish female dragon rider. She tells them how the Elves will never heed
the call of war and help the kingdom of men; however, she does offer to take them
directly to the Tree of Heroes. Romulus confirms her reports as he reveals himself to
be the former king of the elves. Eve leads them as her Dragon circles and scouts
overhead. Kam is skeptical of Eve.
After a day they are on the threshold of arriving at the Tree of Heroes when
they make camp for the night. They are anxious that their journey Is about to come
to an end. Karn is gatherins firewood when Cat appears to him. Kam has mixed
feelings about seeing her again. She tries her best to persuade Karn to betray his
family by offering him a dragon's ea and the power that comes with being a rider.
Kam Is tom between the love he stlll holds for his family and the love that still bums
ferociously for Cat. He makes up his mind when he retums to camp to find his
brother sleeping with Eve.
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The next day they reach the Tree of Heroes but are halted by Gorax, Cat, and
six changelln1 guards. As the two forces begin to fight Karn turns his sword on his
brother. As the two brothers battle ferociously, cat kills Rose and Gorax chops down
the Tree of Heroes. As the great tree falls, Karn strikes a fatal wound to Kane and
takes their fathers sword from Rose's dead body. Gorax welcomes Karn onto the
back of his dragon as cat and the other changellngs transform Into birds. They all fly
away together leaving the seeds of their evil behind them.
Despair washes over the rem1lning group as they try to comfort the dying
Kane. A figure emerges from the forest and walks towards the group. They are
apprehensive at her approach and yet oddly at ease. She reveals that she Is the Lady
of the Lake from the old legends and Eve, Romulus, and Hawk kneel before her. The
Lady of the Lake tells them that there is still hope, for during Kane and Eve's coitus a
baby was conceived and If Eve eats from the fruit of the tree then Arthur may stlll be
reborn. She also says that fire may resurrect Apollo and instNcts them to build a
funeral pyre for Rose and the dylns Kane. They cut the tree and fashion the pyre, the
flames leap up and lick the bodies eagerly. After the fire bums away a white draaon's
egg is all that remains in the ashes.
Karn arrives back at Centerfork with his black draaon's egg, the prize of his
betrayal. While his father is happy to see him, he questions Karn about the fate of his
siblings and the quest they were sent on. Kam answers his question Indignantly,
sayins that he would save their people. His father further presses him for answers so
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Kam kills his father and takes his crown for his own. The last lma1e is of Karn raisin&
the bloody sword above the ramparts of Centerfork.

CHARACTERS

(Alphabetically)
ABSOLOM: An old man. Commander of the Guardians.
ANDERS: Youthful, lean, and stron1. On the council of the Guardians.
APOLLO: First 100d dragon to chOCY..e a rider. A white hlah dragon. Actions created

the Guardians.
ARTHUR: First 100d dragon rider. Action~ created the Guardians.
CELESTE: Pretty. Brown hair. On the council of the Guardians.
CLOVER: Youns and anxious to prove himself. Steward to Absolom.
HAWK: Guardian stationed at Centerfork. A changellns.
GORACK/GORAX: Fallen rider who leads sle1e of Guardln1 Keep.
KANE: Eldest brother and heir to Centerfork.
KARN: Younaer brother anxious to prove himself worthy of the crown he cannot
have.
KING KALE: Kina of Centerfork. Father of Kane, Karn, and Rose.
LORD LANGLY: A loyal lord of the Ollvlan kln1dom
LUCAS: First draaon rider. Rider of the fallen dragon Moloch.
MALIK: Thick and stron1. Scar on his face. On the council of the Guardians.
MOLOCH: The first dra1on to fall. A black hl1h drqon. Caused Lucas to fall as well.
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ROSE: Sister of Kane and Karn. The last daup,ter of Olivia.
SASHA: A beautiful blonde woman. On the council ofthe Guardians.
STEWARD 1: seneral steward of the suardians
THEO: Captain of the suards at Guardlns Keep. Leads retreat to Centerfork.
URIAL: ~solom's yellow drason. Not a hist, drason, lacks the two larse horns.
UTHER: Thick althoush a bit plump. Lons beard. On the council of the Guardians.

"THE FALL"

FADE IN:
EXT. GUARDING KEEP (CASTLE)-NIGHT-ESTABLISHING
A castle with three great grey towers, a large great h'lll, and several minor bulldlngs
with thatched roofs.

INT. GUARDING KEEP-NIGHT
Candlelight flickers off of the grey stone walls, offering a distant warmth.

A WAUHANGING OF THE DIVIDED LANDS

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Lons ago, the Divided Lands were
whole, ruled by ldn15 who were
wise and Just.
(a beat)

OVERVIEW. DIVIDED LANDS (past)-DAY
Camelot stands as a shlnlna beacon of a castle, perfect, Indomitable, and welcoming.
The surrounding forests and grasslands are green and lush.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
(continuing)
But It did not last, for evil reared
Its head as evil is want to do, and
corrupted the soul of the dragon
Moloch...
MOLOCH, a black dragc.i II rears back Its head and releases a torrent of flame Into the
air. Moloch has two larae horns surrounded by many smaller ones protruding from
the top of his head markin1 him a high dragon, like all dra1ons he has four le15 and
leathery wings.
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
(contlnuln1)
... and he/ell. Moloch's serpent
tongue convinced Lucas to rebel
a1alnst his King and friend.
LUCAS, kneeling In 10ld armor before MOLOCH within a swirling fos like mist, stands
and mounts MOLOCH.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
(contlnuln1)
Together they wrou1ht chaos and
destruction; pain and woe
became the new rulers of the
land.
OVERVIEW. DMDED lANDS (past)-DAY
The lush, green landscape Is now either burnt and smolderln1 or brown and
whithered. Camelot Is a broken ruin littered with carrion eating birds and corpses.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
(continulns)
Until Prince Arthur...
PRINCE ARTHUR stands In silver armor with a maroon cape blowln1 In the wind
overlooking the desolate landscape.
NATTATOR (V.O.)
(continuing)
...convinced the mlshtv dra1ons
to share their ancient power with
the youn1 races.

PRINCE ARTHUR approaches APOLLO, a white drason who bends and touches his
snout to Arthur's brow, leaving a smooth patch of polished skin on his forehead,
glvin1 him the mark of the rider.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
(contlnuln1)
To1ether, Arthur and Apollo
turned the tide of the war.
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PRINCE ARTHUR clashes swords with LUCAS, while MOLOCH and APOLLO f19ht flame,
tooth, and claw nearby. Armies dash In the background.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
(contlnuin1)
At the battle on the shores of the
lake Avalon, Arthur and Apollo
defeated Lucas and Moloch ...
Apollo tea1 s out the throat of Moloch, who writhes In pain before dying.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
(continuing)
... and slew Moloch, who had
brou1ht so much evil and
destruction into the world. But
victory came at a great price ...

LUCAS strikes a mortal wound on Arthur before retreatln1.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
(continuing)
...for Arthur was 9rievously
wounded In his battle with Lucas.
Rather than pursue Lucas and his
remalnln1 rabble...

The mortally wounded PRINCE ARTHUR layins In the 1entle claws of Apollo. The
grieving APOLLO releases a torrent of flame Into the air and begins to glow. As he
glows bripter his flame gradually changes color from red to blue to white. Onlookers
from the battle gather. The white flame engulfs both dragon and rider. When the
flame subsides only a larp, sturdy tree Is left. The onlookers kneel before It In awe
and gratitude.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
(contlnuin1)
...Apollo chose to save Arthur by
usln1 his maatc to transform
them Into a tree, the Tree of
Heroes. There they wait, ancient
and Indomitable, for the great
evil to return.
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ZOOM OUT to overhead view of the Tree of ~eroes
ZOOM OUT to overhead view of the Divided Lads
BACK TO SCENE-WALLHANGING OF DIVIDED LANDS
ABSOLOM, old and weathered, and CLOVER, young and fair, enter briskly with their
sweeping cloaks to stand near the fire.
CLOVER
Yes ABSALOM, Gorack returned a
short time aso, and rumor has it
that he has a new blue axe.

ABSOLOM
These may be more grim tldlnp
that you realize CLOVER, for I
have felt Gorack srowtna more
and more aloof recently. I hardly
recosnlzed my old friend before
he disappeared on his adventure,
and now he returns with a new
blue weapon, which can only
mean that MARS Is now a master
of Ice and fire.
CLOVER
But such knowledge has been lost
for an ase, how could MARS have
learned to master Ice?
ABSOLOM
That Is a question which only
time can answer. But for now, we
must prepare for the worst.
CLOVER
(Taken Aback)
You think that Gorack has fallen?
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ABSOLOM
I remain open to all possibilities,
and It Is a possibility. My hope Is
that I am but a worrying old man,
but It feels just as It did the last
time. And the Guardians are not
what we once were, so we must
be prepared, and we must know
for sure.
STEWARD 1 enters opposite the others.
STEWARD1
'Beg your pardon commander,
(Bows)
The council has gathered and
requests your presence.
ABSOLOM
At this hour? Very well, Inform
them that I will be along as
quickly as my old bones can carry
me.
STEWARD 1 exits.
CLOVER
Why would the council meet at
this hour?
ABSOLOM
Perhaps they too have sensed
somethln1, or perhaps this Is the
work of Gorack. There Is only one
way to be sure: I must 10 to the
council chambers.
CLOVER
But if this Is GORACK's work then
the meeting Is surely a trap.
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ABSOLOM
Which leaves me no choice but to
spring the trap, which places the
responsibility on your shoulders,
for while I spring the trap, you
must ready the castle. Can you do
that?
CLOVER
I can try.
ABSOLOM places a hand on CLOVER's shoulder.
ABSOLOM
My young friend, we are past the
point of trying. You must flnd
Theo and have him get the keep
to full readiness, quietly. Then
saddle Urlal and Inform her of all
that has transpired.
CLOVER
Then It will be done.
CLOVER salutes ABSOLOM.
CUTTO:
EXT. GUARDING KEEP-NIGHT
ABSOLOM walks slowly from his tower to the great hall, where the council chambers
reside. He reaches out and opens one the large, wooden doors.
INT. GUARDING KEEP-GREAT HALL-NIGHT
Candles light the table that the five members of the high council: MAUK, UTHER,
CELESTE, ANDERS, AND SASHA, are sitting at, causing their faces to dance In the light
one second and darkness the next. GORACK is sitting near the table cast entirely In
shadow. The high council Is dad In blue robes while GORACK Is wearing blood red
robes. ANDERS, MALIK, and UTHER rise immediately as ABSOLOM enters but CELESTE
and SASHA are slower to rise and GORACK doesn't altopther. All except GORACK
salute ABSOLOM.
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Commander.

ABSOLOM
Friends, to what do we owe the
urgency of this late meeting?
(looks at GORACK)
And such an Inhospitable
welcome.
ANDERS
As you can see, GORACK has
returned.

ABSOLOM
I see a man before me, whether
or not It Is GORACK remains to be
seen.
SASHA
Who else would he be? He who
brought back long forgotten and
powerful knowledge.

ABSOLOM
Even now rumors circulate about
this long lost knowledge. Vet
words remain words, while
oftentimes realities remain
different.
CELESTE
GORACK and MARS have
uncovered the lost knowledge of
Ice.

MALIK
It Is true ABSOLOM. And ever
since GORACK's demonstration,
SASHA and CELESTE have scarcely
silenced their praise of GORACK's
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discovery. They feel that It Is
proof of his leadership potential.
UTHER
They also have voiced their
concerns about your diminishing
capabllitles, concerns that I feel
are not without Justlflcatlon, but
the timing seems rather
suspicious.
The fire crackles.

ABSOLOM
Interesting.
(A beat)
And what does the rest of the
council think?

ANDERS
We find the elements of
GORACK's returnGORACK stands abruptly.
GORACK

They blabber about prophesy and
the warnings of the past, all while
remalnln1 Incredibly Interested In
my newfound knowledge.
ABSOLOM
Undoubtedly that Is because
knowledse Is never stumbled Into
blindly. Knowledp Is the result of
perseverance, self-discipline, and
self-reflection.
GORACK
There are many ways to obtain
knowted1e. And I found
knowled1e In that thunderstom ...
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GORACK unsheathes his new axe. SASHA discretely steps bad< from the table.
GORACK
(contlnulns)
... but that Is not all I found.

ANDERS
What Is the meanlns of this?
GORACK, put away yourANDERS Is Interrupted by the cold steel of SASHA's knife sllcin& his throat, spilling his
blood across the table and drlppins to the floor. The rest of the council draws their
weapons. A thunderous roar Is bellowed from outside slsnlftes that ANDERS' dragon
has felt him expire.
CELESTE
(amused)
And so It beslns, JUPITER has
unknowln&IY bellowed the slsnal.
UTHER
Stop this madness.

ABSOLOM
There Is no need for bloodshed.
Have you chanaed so mu..il, old
friends, that you would chase
power throush rivers of blood?

SASHA/CELESTE
Changed? We have been freed.
GORACK
Indeed, I have freed them as my
master has freed me from your
lies of peace.

UTHER
They are not lies, but truths you
are now too blind to see.
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GORACK
(Ignoring UTHER)
I have taken a new name:
GORAX. It Is a name you will fear
and obey or whisper with your
final breath.
CELESTE and SASHA tum their swords on MALIK and UTHER as one battles the other
as GORAX attacks A8SOLOM. Their speed Is made unnaturally fast by their magic.
ABSOLOM and GORAX are the fastest pair, GORAX is noticeably surprised by
ABSOLOM's skill and strensth as he uses his magic to aid his old bones and withering
muscles, dropping the ~ of the crlppted old man he had entered with. They
speak between attacks, parries, and counter-attacks.

UTHER
We will never bow to betrayers.
CEWTE
He does not betray, he frees.

SASHA
Our minds are free. Our passions
are free. We have set down the
yoke.
MALIK
You are not free,
(A beat)
You are cursed!
(A beat)
AbomlMtlons that must be put
down!

CELESTE
That Is it, use your anger.
UTHER
Fear Is for the timid,
(A beat)
I do not fear death.
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SASHA
Give into your hate.
MALIK
(Strugling)
Remember peace.
GORAX
Obeyordiel
The fighting is even between CELESTE and MAUK, SASHA has a slight advantage over
UTHER; and ABSOMOL is getting the better of GORAX.
ABSOLOM
You have lost control of your
passions, now they control you.
Where is the freedom in that?
GORAX
You are ignorant old man. My
passion allows me to Kcess the
true potential of the malic within
me, now it rages like a wildfire
while yours remains but an
ember.
ABSOLOM
You are right, it does rap. You
are out of control and reckless.
You are but an infant, you have
forgotten everythins you once
knew. And what have you
learned?
GORAX
You think me ignorant old man? I
have knowledge from ases past.
Knowledse that gives me power,
knowledge that sets me free and
allows me access my true
potential.
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ABSOLOM
I must be an abysmal teacher for
you to believe that anger gives
you more strength than peace.
GORAX
You taught me years and years
ago old man, but I have had a
more recent teacher, a stronger
teacher, and a better teacher.

ABSOLOM, wanting to tip the scales, uses his telekinetic magic to send the table
crashing into CELESTE, causing her to sprawl on the floor in an unconscious lump; all
whlfe continuing to fight off GORAX. Seeing this, UTHER mistakenly presses his
attack, slips on the spilled blood of ANDERS and Is killed by SASHA. MALIK sees this
and feverishly attacks her.

SASHA
I can see your raae MAUK. Bolling
to the surface, begin& to be let
frN, yearning to avenge your
friend.
MALIK
I will not atve Into rage. I

remember my teachings I I
remember peace
SASHA

(Mocklnaly)
Your flawed teachlnp did not
save UTHER.
ABSOLOM Is trying desperately to recover from losing focus In the fight to help
MALIK, but before he Is able to GORAX counters his parry by slicing off his hand.
MALIK
YOU DARE SPEAK HIS NAME
WHILE HIS BLOOD WETS YOUR

BLADE!
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As ABSOLOM's hand falls tot e ground MALIK unleashes, and Is consumed by, his
rage. Attaching so fervently that SASHA has to give ground to the point where MAUK
is attacking both SASHA and GORAX. ABSOLOM gathers his sword and rushes from
the hall, favoring his Injured hand.

CUTTO:
EXT. GUARDING KEEP COURTYARD-NIGHT
ABSOLOM pushes his way out the doors of the great hall and is momentarily
astounded by what he sees.

SERIES OF SHOTS
A) Vague outlines of dragons flying over the night sky with flashes of dragon-fire
aimed at other dragons
8) SOidiers on the ramparts defending the wall and ramparts from attackers.
Cl A small army arrayed outside the walls.
D) A dracon swoops low and aims long breath of fire at archers on a rampart.
END SERIES OF SHOTS
The keep Is under attack and the sounds of battle fill the air. The Guardians are
holding, but barely. A wolf disengages from the rabble on the rampans and bounds
over to ABSOLOM, where it promptly transforms into a man (THEO) wearing a purple
cloak.

THEO
Commander, you're hurt?!
Before ABSOLOM can answer a green dragon plummets out of the sky and crashes
lifeless Into the doors ABSOLOM has just exited from, blocking the exit.

THEO
(confused sorrow)
JUPITER!?
ABSOLOM
Gone the way of his rider.

THEO
(shocked)
ANDERS Is dead?

so
ABSOLOM
Yes, we are betrayed captain.
What Is the status of the keep?
ABSOLOM looks around feverishly.
THEO
Our troops are holdln1, but
barely. We were prepared for the
enemy outside the gates, but the
enemy Inside...
(A beat)
I don't know how much hope we
have of winning.
Suddenly five enemy soldiers make their way down off the ramparts and head for the
pair. THEO dispatches three with minor dlfflctulty, but ABSOLOM's sustained use of
his magic and the loss of his hand begins to take its toll on him as he strugles to
dispatch the other two.

ABSOLOM
(Winded)
There is plenty of hope left
captain, but none of it remains
here.
(A beat)
We mustAs ABSOLOM collapses to the ground In exhaustion, URIAL lands next to them with

CLOVER on his back.

URIAL
Captain, rally your remaining men
and retreat. The keep is lost.
March west to Centerfork. Hope
remains there. CLOVER, bandage
his hand and help him on my
back.
CLOVER begins to bandage ABSOLOM's hand.
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We will travel ahead. Meet us at
Centerfork. Bring the countryside
and any Guardians you find along
the way with you, for we may all
bum together but we will
certainly bum alone.
THEO
As you say so It will be done.
THEO salutes URIAL and leaves to rally the remaining troops for retreat as CLOVER
drags ABSOLOM Into the saddle as URIAL leaps Into the air. ClOVER takes a final look
back at GUARDING KEEP, the only home he has ever known, beslqed by enemies
and smoldering with blu of dragonflre. A horn sounds, signaling the retreat.
CUTTO:
EXT. LOWER OLIVIAN WOOD (deciduous forest)-DAV
KANE, a late teen boy with shoulder length brown hair, and KARN, a sllct,tly younger
boy with shorter and slightly lighter hair, are ahorse and ride with a mounted guard
on each side, one of whom Is their sister ROSE In disguise. All wear hunting cloaks In
the forest green of House Ollvander. Thirty yards away a magnificent elk Is cornered
asainst a small hill's cliff-face by a few huntln1 hounds.

KANE
Looks as thoup we ran ahead of
father and Lord Lanaly. Once they
get here, Lord Langly will have his
kill anrt this hunt can end.
ROSE sends an arrow toward the Elk, which thumps Into Its chest. With a faint last
desperate busle and a small thrash, the elk dies.

KARN
Father said to waltl

KANE
Rose, we only aareed to this so
that you could come with, not
for you to steal the kill from Lord
Langly.
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ROSE coolly hangs the bow upon her back.
ROSE
And when WOULD I be
permitted the kill? I had a shot
and I took it. Be happy for me
brothers, today I &ot my first kill.

KARN
Father will be furious.
Their father, KING KALE, and LORD LANGLY thunder up to the four with eight others,
four hunters and four 8\,lards, and some huntln& hounds.
LORD LANGLY
The hounds causht the wrons
scent and led us astray. It would
seem that the delay cost me the
kill. Who took the kill?
Momentary silence.
KING KALE
Who killed the elk 1
KARN looks out the comer of his eye at ROSE

KANE
I did. Father 1-

KING KALE
Was I not clear with my
Instructions?

KANE
Yes father you were, but 1-

KING KALE
Still disobeyed me. Gawain...
GAWAIN steps forward.
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KING KALE
(continued)
Take my sons back to Centerfork.
The hunt will begin again so that I
might fulfill my promise to LORD
LANGLY.
LORD LANGLY
Sire, if I may
(beat)
The hunt has been long and the
day grows short. You promised
me an elk, there lies one,
presented to me by your son and
heir, with a splendid shot If I
might add.

KING KALE
And what a splendid slight It
would be to present you with my
son's trophy.
LORD LANGLY
Aye sire, but Is It not a greater
slight to keep a guest hungry?
KING KALE
(Chuckles)
That It may be LANGLY, that It
may be. Bring the beast and let
us return to the city.
ROSE begins field dressing the elk as a shadow briefly passes overhead before circling
and landing atop the small hill, revealing It to be URIAL, which causes the horses to
fret and panic. URIAL Is a remarkable shining yellow with smooth scales and a head
ringed with spikes that extend down his neck. KING KALE draws his sword upon
seeing the dragon. His sword is a beautiful olive green.
URIAL
YOU DARE TO DRAW
DRAGONSTEEL AGAINST ME? I
am URIAL, dragon of ABSOLOM:
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commander of the Guardians
and Lord of the Citadel.
HAWK gently brushes KING KALE's sword arm down
HAWK
Forgive us URIAL, the hunt was
long; we are not always so
fearful.

URIAL
Humans are always fearful. You
have the body of hunters, but the
minds of prey.
CLOVER dismounts and places a calming hand on URIAL
CLOVER
Calm yourself URIAL, we need
their assistance just as they need
ours.
HAWK
(Nervous)
Who are you? Where Is
ABSOLOM?

CLOVER
I am CLOVER, the commander's
steward. He has been 1rievously
Injured and ur1ently needs your
assistance.
HAWK
ABSOLOM's hurt? What...where
ishe?

CLOVER points to h~ saddle.
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CLOVER
He Is lashed to the saddle. I
bound the wound, but now he is
feverish.
HAWK
Time Is short, get him down so I
can have a look.

URIAL Jumps the twenty feet off the cliff face and lands softly between ROSE and the
others.
URIAL
You must be the young princes.

KARN
Yes draaon. I am KARN, and this Is
my brother KANE, you have
already met our father, KING
KALE.
URIAL bows her head to the princes and finally to KING KALE. The suanls, with
exception of ROSE, rush to help ABSOLOM off of URIAL URIAL acknowledges the
princes.
URIAL
Please, call me URIAL. And yes I
have.

KANE/KARN
A pleasure to meet you, URIAL.
URIAt notices ROSE and the elk.
URIAL
Tell me KING KALEKING KALE
The elk Is LORD LANGLV's prize. If
you are hungry you must speak
to him, as it Is his to either atve or
keep.
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URIAL
Very noble of you, but what I was
going to ask was when you
permitted women to join the
hunt?
KING KALE
Is that an Insult dragon, there are
no women herel
URIAL
Not so, why there is one right
here, the blood of her kill still wet
upon her knife.
Silence, until ROSE removes her helm, then a unified gasp.
KING KALE
ROSE, what is the meaning of
this?!? Why have you disguised
yourself?
(Looks to his sons)
Did you know of this treachery?
KANE, KARN, ROSE

FatherweABSOLOM Is finally lowered to the 1round. HAWK administers
aid to him.
CLOVER
Enough, we have more ur1ent
matters before us than
disobedient children. URIAL, a
fire If you don't mind.
URIAl tears off several tree limbs, lays them In a pile, and then sets them on fire,
creatins a small bonfire, which the party gathers around the fire.
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HAWK
I have given ABSOLOM the potion
of cool dreams. He should
survive, but only time will tell for
sure.
CLOVER
Thank you HAWK, but I was not
referring to ABSOLOM, but to the
evil that took his hand.
KING KALE
(concerned)
Has there been a fall?
CLOVER
This Is no mere fall, Guarding
Keep has been taken.

KARN
That's impossible...
(a beat)
••• no one can defeat the
guardians.
CLOVER
Correct, this was not a simple
attack, nor is It just a simple fall.

KING KALE
Even a guardian's steward should
know that a fall ls never simple.
CLOVER
That is what I am saying, oh king
of me": this is no fall,.
URIAL
It Is worse than that, the great
evil has returned. The hero must
be awoken If we are to have any
hope of victory.
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Nervous laughter echoes from the sroup.
KING KALE
(Mocklns)
The evil you speak of Is dead. The
enemy was slain by Arthur many
and more years aso.
URIAL
You speak of that which you
know little, human. Arthur was
not the only one battling Moloch,
he was not the only one they
were fighting, nor Is Arthur the
only on" sleeping.
CLOVER
They went to sleep because they
knew that one day the world
would need them. The world
needs them now.
KING KALE
Then awaken them and leave us
be.
CLOVER
Easler said than done I'm afraid,
for they can only be awoken by a
daughter of Olivia.
KING KALE
(disbelief)
A daughter of Olivia...
(a beat)
...my daughter
(angry)
Hawk, why didn't we know this?
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HAWK

It was my duty to teach your
children and give them the
character for pure hearits.
KING KALE
A task I thought you proficient In
until I saw my daughter
masquerading as a guard. But
that does not explain why we
were kept In the dark for century
upon century.
Urial puffs up her chest as she looks accusingly at KING KALE.
URIAL
Because pride begets the fall
gm,tklng.
CLOVER
(Soothing)
Were you to know your bloodline
was the key to waking the
sleeping heroes, there would
have been tremendous
temptation among all your
forefathers to think your
bloodline better than others, not
to mention you and your children
would have been dead Ions
before guarding keep fell.
KING KALE
Your words ring more true than I
would like•••
KING KALE calms and sits down

...But I will not have my daushter
endure this Journey alone.
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URIAL
Nor would we have you. Rose
willROSE stands.
ROSE
surely Rose will have a say In
this?
HAWK
Rose you mustROSE
I must nothing.
(A beat)
But I will go, if my brothers will
join me on the journey.

KARN
(Apologetic)
Rose, we cannot. We must help
father. Our duty Is to our people,
we must protect them.
KING KALE
I am still King, and It is the King's
duty to protect his people while It
is I brother's duty to protect
their sister. You will both go.

KANE
Then we will protect her, father.
KANE nudges KARN.

KARN
Aye, we'll protect her.
KARN leaves the fire to sulk while feinting like he Is checking on
his horse.
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URIAL
Clover and Hawk will accompany
them.
CLOVER and HAWK nod their agreement.
KING KALE
And the three best swords from
my Kingsguard.
LORD LANGLY
House Langty will play Its part, my
two best men will Kcompanv
themas well.
KING KALE
You are too kind old friend.
LORD LANGLY
What are old friends for if not
helping to save the world?
Everyone lauahs, URIAL smiles.
URIAL
We should retire to Centerfork,
this band of ten will want I betly
full of meat and mead and a aood
nlaht's rest if they are to depart
at first llsht

CUTTO:

EXT. Centerfork courtyard-Pre-dawn
rhe city be11ns to wake, as the group, except ROSE, makes their final preparations:
squires saddling horses, checking their packs, puttln@ on their weapons and
chainmail. KANE and KARN are packing near eKhother.
KANE
Cheer up brother, this will be the
adventure of a lifetime.
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KARN
I'd rather have my honor than an
adventure.

KANE
(Knarklly)
Well It's too bad there Is no
honor in saving the realm.
KANE musses ICARN's hair. KARN brushes ICANE's hand aside.

KARN
Don't test me, brother.
KANE attempts to do It again, but KARN pushes him. KANE accepts the challenge and
shoves him back. KARN tackles KANE and the two begin to wrestle on the ground
while others begin to stare. ROSE walks up.
ROSE
Are my two brave protectors
fighting over who shall ride
beside me?
KANE gets off of KARN and helps him up.

KARN
Something like that.

They dust off. The excitement over, the party begins to mount their horses. KANE,
KARN, and ROSE follow.
KING KALE
(to ROSE)
I know you don't have a sword,
and I doubt you will survive the
journey without one. I want you
to take the sword of my fathers,
may It serve you as It has served
our house.
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ROSE
(to KING KALE)
Father IROSE hesitates.
KING KALE
(to ROSE)
You ride with the hope of all of
Olivia, it is only rlsht you should
wear our sword as well.
ROSE accepts the sword.

KING KALE
(to everyone)
It is many leaaues to Raven's
Keep, and still more to the Tree
ofHeroes.Mayyourhorsesbe
swift and your journey without
incident.
URIAL
Gaia guid~ and protKt you.
The group exits. Eilr.h thaiiks and solutes URIAL and KING KALE as they pass.
ROSE
Thank you father.

KANE
We will not 1isappolnt you
father.
The sroup exits the courtyard and win-Js its way throusta the city. They exit throush
the P.ast gate with the sun rising to meet them.
CUTTO:

